HVT Surpasses 150,000 LCD Panels
Repaired – Upgraded Facility Paves the
Way for Production Upswing
ATLANTA, Ga. – Mar. 20 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Hong Video Technology (HVT), a
leading outsource supplier of LCD panel repair and remanufacturing, today
announced that is has surpassed 150,000 LCD panels repaired. The achievement
is particularly noteworthy because more than one third of the 150,000 panels
repaired were shipped in the prior six months. HVT began servicing LCD panels
in 2001.

The surge in LCD panels repaired is due in part to the
increased number of panels in the marketplace reaching end-of-life, and
corporations continuing their efforts to reduce service-related costs.
*(Photo Caption: LCD panel repair in ESD-controlled workspace with 100%
temperature and humidity control assures higher-quality and consistent
results.)
The high-quality repair provided by HVT offers a cost-effective alternative
to purchasing and replacing defective LCD panels with new panels. In the
event a manufacturer has ceased to produce or procure a sufficient quantity
of a particular panel at the time of final buy, then HVT offers a reliable
source for replacement panels for the entire product life cycle.
The production upswing is also clearly attributed to HVT’s continued
investment in technology and constant facility improvements. With a class
10,000 clean room deemed largest in the southeastern United States and 100%
ESD-controlled environment, HVT can perform integration, product enhancement
and repair or rework of increasingly complex display units, which continues
to broaden the HVT customer base.
“We’re proud of our achievement. It validates the investment we made to
upgrade our facility and procure the necessary specialized equipment to stay
on top of the latest technological advancements in service. We continue to
provide the custom services that world class manufacturers and OEMs require,”
commented George Hong, President.
“Our facility speaks volumes about who we are and what we can do. We invite
everyone who needs the best possible LCD repair and remanufacturing support
to come to HVT to see our operation in action,” Hong added.

About Hong Video Technology, Inc. (HVT)
HVT is the leading outsource supplier of electronic display repair and
remanufacturing for LCD panels, DLP light engines, and other progressive
electronic display technologies. For LCD panels, HVT performs a wide range of
custom services, including integration, optical enhancement, rework, ACF
bonding, quick-turn prototypes and end-of-life support. Customers include
manufacturers, OEMs and dealers in the consumer electronics, retail, gaming,
auto, marine, computer and other industries. HVT has specialized in
electronic display services since 1994.
HVT is certified minority owned and operated.
For more information visit www.HVTnet.com, or contact Chris Fabian at CFabian
@HVTnet.com or call HVT at 770-495-4881.
Text provided by the news source.
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